Three scenes from the Creation
musique électroacoustique
Vladimir Ussachevsky (1911-1990)

Language: akkadien, anglais, latin
Date: 1971
Word ended in: 
Note: Date de composition : 1960-1971. - Date de révision : 1973
Comprend : Prologue : Enuma Elish ; Interlude ; Epilogue : spell of creation
Variant of the title: 3 scenes from the Creation (anglais)
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Editions of this work
enregistrements

enregistrements (1)

→ Choral music of Vladimir Ussachevsky
Material description: 1 disque : 33 t ; 30 cm
Compositeur: Vladimir Ussachevsky (1911-1990)
Direction de chœur: Newell Weight
Link: catalogue
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Sources

Oxford music online (2010-08-18)
Choral music of Vladimir Ussachevsky [Enregistrement sonore] / Macalaster college chamber chorus ; Ian Morton, dir. ; University of Utah a cappella chorus ; Newell Weight, dir.. CRI SD 297

Variant of the title

3 scenes from the Creation (anglais)